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Kapitel 1: The despair forbidden love brings

It was the 30th March.
Toshiya was sitting on the edge of his bed. It wa slaready 4 o'clock in the morning.
"This is my final farewell. There won't be anymore with you... Kaoru."
He was holding a razorblade in his hand. With an angel-like face he cut his veins open
and laid down on his bed. He let the blood stream out of his body freely. Toshiya
closed his eyes and a smile appeared as his last motion on earth on his face.
Some 15 minutes later his mom went to the toilet and headed back then for her
bedroom. She passed Toshiya's bedroom and saw the lights still on in his room.
Carefully she knocked onto the door and called out for him. No response. She tried
again louder. Finally she opened the door quitely. Suddenly there was a scream.
She saw her son lying on his bed, covered in blood and the razorblade lying on the
small table besides his bed. Toshiya's father jumped out of his bed and ran for his
son's room. He had no idea what was going on.
"Darling, what's the matter?"
Toshiya's mother was sliding down the doorframe slowly, crying her heart out. Finally
Mr. Hara saw his son. The first thing the thought was that maybe his son was still
alive? Finally Toshiya's dad called for the ambulance and tried desperately to stop the
bleeding.
After Toshiya's mum gained consciousness again she entered the room of her son, just
to find the letter he left for them:

"Dear Mom, Dad.
Please don't be mad at me. It was not your fault, or anybody's exept mine. It's hard to
be in love with someone you're not allowed to be. He is the only person who made me
ever really happy. Please don't blame him for anything ok? I haven't forgotten all the
precious memories we shared. It is the burden of a lover which made made me fall.
Fall into weakness. I had no strength anymore to fight...
Kaoru will arrive in Nagano tomorrow at 1 p.m. He knows where I live because he was
here before, when you two were at grandma's for the weekend. I'm sorry to have lied
to you in this point, but I was afraid to tell you that I have a boyfriend.
Please tell him that he can have all of my belongings. And stop him if he wants to do
any stupid things with himself. He was the only person who owned my heart...

With this I want to say sayonara to you. Please don't cry mum. And dad don't blame
yourself. You were wonderful parents. I love you...
Toshimasa"

Mrs. Hara's face went pale immidiately. She showed the letter to her husband who
was silently praying for his son to survive.
Finally the ambulance arrived.

~Owari Ch.1~
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Kapitel 2: Face the truth

Kaoru's train arrived on time in Nagano. Now it was just 10 more minutes with the
subway to Toshiya's place.
On his way there he was thinking about Toshiya's scent, the way his fingertips brushed
over his skin, the way he kissed Kaoru, the way they made love.
Kaoru was 19 and Toshiya 3 years younger then him, but Kaoru always treated Toshiya
as if he was as old as him.

Finally he was standing in front of the entrance to the house of the Hara's. Hesitantly
he rang the bell.
Toshiya's dad opened the door.
"Hello Mr. Hara! It's nice to meet you!"
Kaoru firmly bowed down.
"You have to be Kaoru-kun right?"
Kaoru just nodded.
"Please come in."
Kaoru stepped inside and Toshiya's father closed the door behind him. Kaoru slipped
his shoes off and dropped his back in the corridor.
"Erm... where is Toshimasa?"
"Kaoru please follow me to the living room."
Kaoru felt that something bad was upon him, that the fires of hell would come down
on him. He gulped and followed Toshiya's dad to the living room. As they entered the
living room Toshiya's mom came onto display. She was sitting on the couch, looking
really miserable.

"Please take a seat." Toshiya's dad told him with a very calm voice and mentioned the
armchair to him. And so Kaoru sat down, on the edge of it. He felt tense and
miserable. His mind was running a million miles an hour. So many possibilities why
they wanted to talk to him came into his mind. Had they found out? Had something
happened to Toshiya? He didn't know. All he could do was to sit and listen, and he
didn't like this.

"Kaoru-kun... my wife and I just came back from the hospital..."
"Is Toshimasa in the hospital?! Is he injured?!"
Slowly sad tears started rolling down Toshiya's mom's cheeks. Kaoru felt like
somebody had pierced his heart with a knife.

"Our son... disappeared two hours ago from this world."
Kaoru felt the blood inside his veins rushing down from his head to his feet. He got
pale immediately. His hands started shaking, his gaze blank.
"This is not true, isn't it? This is not true!!"
Kaoru jumped up form the armchair he had been sitting on and ran to Toshiya's
bedroom. He swung the door open and saw the used bed with the blood stained
sheets.
He covered his mouth with his palm, so he wouldn't scream.
With hesitant steps he moved towards the bed and kneeled down in front of it.
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Silently, just to himself, he started whispering that this was not true. The first tears
started rolling down Kaoru's cheeks. He just shook his head. This couldn't be true.
How could the one he loved, his precious one, his treasure in life, slip out of his hands?
How could he just disappear?
He buried his face in his arms and cried. He cried for his beloved one to return into his
arms.

Suddenly he felt his stomach turning. He felt getting sick. The smell of the drying
blood came to his nose and it made his stomach turn, so he just made it to the toilet
to throw up.

After calming down a bit he returned to the living room, where Toshiya's mom and
dad had waited for him. His facial expression was just blank, or better said numb. The
only thing he could talk and think about now was Toshiya.
He sat down in that armchair again and looked at Toshiya's parents.
"How did this happen?"

Mrs. Hara explained it all to Kaoru with a very calm and sad voice:
"Last night when I went to the toilet I saw the lights in Toshimasa's room still on. I
opened the door after I knocked to it and heard no response. And there he laid... he
died in the hospital."
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Kapitel 3: Confessions

NOTE:
Ok dies war ein MIni Kappi. Sorry Sorry Sorry! X___X Das nächste wird ca. 15 DIN A4
Seiten, mit meiner HAndschrif tund Korrekturen XD;;; vollgekritzelt sein. Muss nur
noch abtippen dann könnt ihr weiter lesen. Danach erwartet euch das FInal Chapter,
was auch schon fertig is aber nur noch getippt werden muss. Schreibt fleißig Kommis
dann beeil ich mich auch ^^ Und nun zum Kappi:

__________________________________________________________________________

Kaoru was standing in front of the hospital, together with Toshiya's parents, before
they stepped in together, going down to the mortuary, to pay Toshiya a last visit.
The Haras had already seen their son like this, but Kaoru wanted to see him before
he'd get buried. He stepped into the hall, asking someone from the personnel there.
He told them he was his cousin, so they'd let him see him.
Toshiya's parents were at Kaoru's side when the corpse was pulled out and the sheet
covering him was lifted, so he could see his face and some of his upper body.
Kaoru thought he was going to faint. Now he had evidence that Toshiya really had left
this world, and hopefully gone to a better place, where he could be free, with a
society without rules and issues.
Though one thing surprised Kaoru. There was no sign of pain on Toshiya's face. He
looked like he had died happily.
And before Kaoru could realize anything else, Toshiya's face got covered again and his
corpse pushed back in.

With quick steps Kaoru made his way out of the building.
The only thing he could think of was that his koi was dead. He sat down on a bench in
the park of the hospital and lit a cigarette, when he noticed someone sitting down
besides him.
"Can I get one too?" It was Toshiya's mother asking Kaoru. He gave her a cigarette and
lit it.
"May I ask you something?"
"Sure, Mrs. Hara."
"Have you and my son been lovers?"
Kaoru didn't dare to say a word. He just swallowed.
"Don't be afraid. He wrote it in his letter."
She handed the letter over to Kaoru and he started reading it. After he finished
reading it, he turned to Toshiya's mom, looking at her with teary eyes.
"Yes, your son was my lover." (Gods... ;___; -Yuki)
"I'm relieved that you are such an honest person who didn't lie to me now. You still
could have said no and had just played with Toshimasa."
Kaoru shook hi head. "No... I really fell in love with him that one day." Then he
blushed.
"When?" Toshiya's mom asked the blushing young man.
Kaoru just wanted to answer when...
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"Hey Darling!" Toshiya's dad was coming over to them.
"Oh, my husband is coming. You can tell me later at home, when he is asleep." She
smiled at him and turned to her husband who was just some steps away.
Kaoru nodded and forced a little smile onto his lips, so Toshiya's dad knew that
everything was ok.
"I filled out all documents. We can drive back now."

~Owari ch.3~
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Kapitel 4: Sweet Memories

Author's Note: Das nächste Kapitel sollt eja da sletzte sein, doch ich hab mich
entschieden ncoh eins dazwischen zu scheiben, denke ich. Ansonsten hier das neue
Kappi (frish aus WORD reinkopiert XD), wahrscheinlich das längste der ganze Ficcie!
Kaoru schwälgt in Erinnerungen... Viel Spaß noch und frue emich immer über Kommis!

_______________________________________________________________________________

Toshiya's dad had gone to bed. Kaoru and Toshiya's mom were sitting in the living
room, having a cup of tea.
"So, Kaoru... Now tell me: How did the two of you meet?"
"Do you remember last year when your son went to Tokyo for an X Japan concert?"
"Eh... yes."
"That's where we met. We were standing besides each other in the same block and
talking about how great X Japan was. We were talking also after the concert too and
that was why Toshiya missed his train. I then decided to take him with me to my hotel
room, because I felt guilty and it really was my fault that he missed his train back to
Nagano."
"Now I understand why he came back on Saturday not Friday night!"
"That was the reason, hai. So I took him with me to the hotel I had a room in. We got
some ramen and coke and went up to my room. Both of us took a shower, ate our
ramen and talked about music and that he was playing guitar and me too. And then..."
Kaoru hesitated, but after a short break and a sip of his tea, he went on...

~FLASHBACK~

Kaoru and Toshiya were sitting on the bed which was in the hotel room.
"Ne~ Kaoru-kun, I never thought I'll meet someone like you at his concert."
"Same here ^.^V"
Both of them were sitting there in their boxers, nothing else. Kaoru looked at
Toshiya's body. He was really thin, but he looked beautiful. So fragile, kinda feminine.
This kind of boys attracted Kaoru. Kaoru had never even thought of kissing a guy but
he wanted to do it ... now!
Toshiya was looking innocently at Kaoru, thinking about nothing. Kaoru's expression
changed in just one second. His gaze at Toshiya looked more passionate, nearly like in
love. Kaoru gathered all his courage, leaned over to Toshiya, and just kissed him.
Toshiya even didn't try to back away, he enjoyed it! (WHOA! *_* -Yuki) Kaoru was
surprised that Toshiya didn't do anything. When Kaoru broke the kiss he was afraid of
how Toshiya would look at him now, but nothing had changed. Toshiya smiled at him.
Then Kaoru smiled at Toshiya too. He gave him a smile and kissed him again. This kiss
was more passionate. Toshiya's right arm snuggled around Kaoru's neck and Kaoru
had his arms around Toshiya's waist.
They were kissing really wild. Toshiya's hand slided down to Kaoru's nipple and softly
started playing with it. Kaoru just let it happen. He said to himself that he wouldn't
regret anything he would do now. Kaoru's hands went down lower to Toshiya's butt
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and gave it a nice squeeze. Toshiya grinned.
Slowly Kaoru started pushing Toshiya down, making him lie down on the bed. He
himself was lying over Toshiya, nuzzling in the curve of his neck, starting to kiss it.
"Kaoru..." Toshiya sighed contently.
His hands were on Kaoru's back, caressing him slowly, making Kaoru have a cold
shower run down his spine. His hands went to Kaoru's chest, softly rubbing his nipples
and pushing him up so he'd lie down
When Kaoru was finally on his back, Toshiya sat down on his lap and started biting his
earlobe gently, his hands still teasing Kaoru's nipples. A light moan escaped Kaoru's
lips. He pulled Toshiya completely onto him, holding him tightly, so he wasn't able to
move.

"Kaoru...? You don't want me?" Toshiya sulked.
"No... I... I want you, but... I don't want to rush this... because..." Kaoru fell silent.
"Because what?" Toshiya asked him demandingly.
"Because... I think I fell in love with you..." Kaoru quickly turned his head away, facing
the door of the hotel room. But his head was pulled back by Toshiya's gentle touch.
He was smiling at him, making a surprised expression come up Kaoru's face. Toshiya
leaned down and kissed Kaoru onto the lips, pouring his heart and soul into the kiss.
"So do I, Kaoru..."
And then he just let Kaoru hold him tight, sighing satisfied.

~END OF FLASHBACK~

"Ah so it happened!" Toshiya mom sipped some more of her tea.
"Yes and the next day both of us had to go home... I left him my number and 1 ½
weeks later he gave me a call, and this was when I visited him here, when you and your
husband were at away. That's why I knew how to get here..."
"That explains much to me..." Mrs. Hara studied Kaoru's troubled expression. "Sou... I'll
go to bed now. I have put up the guestroom for you. See you tomorrow for breakfast,
I guess, Kaoru-san?"
Kaoru nodded and stayed where he was, on the couch. When Toshiya's mom had
slipped silently into the bedroom, Kaoru got up, making his way to Toshiya's room. He
bed was clean now, but everything else was how Toshiya had left it. Clothes he had
worn were lying on his chair, a shirt and his jeans. Slowly, with a loving touch Kaoru's
fingers brushed over the fabric of the jeans, Toshiya's favourite jeans. He had worn
them to the concert.... Kaoru felt tears welling up in his eyes, and he just let them slip
down his eyes, rolling over his cheeks. Even the pen Toshiya had written the letter
with was still lying there where he had left it; and his Discman, with X Japan's "Blue
Blood" in it, still there on the nightstand. Kaoru sat down on Toshiya's bed carefully
and pushed play, the Discman starting to read the disc in.

~Dry your tears with love~

Kaoru put his hand over his mouth not to sob loudly, the tears streaming down his
face, dripping onto the carpet. Quickly he pulled the plugs out of his ears and put
them aside, turning the Discman off and leaving the room.
When he was leaving the room, he passed Toshiya's parents' bedroom and heard his
mother sob and cry silently in the dark night.
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Kaoru put his shoes on and grabbed the keys off the little table besides the door and
left the house, his feet taking him somewhere. He was wandering around, his
thoughts being filled with Toshiya, just with Toshiya.

~FLASHBACK~

Kaoru was standing in front of the door of Toshiya's place.
Toshiya was looking through the window, watching Kaoru approach the house. When
Kaoru rang the bell he immediately opened the door.
Both of them were looking at each other. Toshiya took a step aside to let Kaoru in.
Kaoru put his bag down and looked at Toshiya and Toshiya at him, till Kaoru took
Toshiya into his arms. Both of them were nervous like hell. Kaoru looked down at
Toshiya (In this story Kaoru is still taller then Toshiya -Yuki) and placed an innocent
kiss on Toshiya's lips. Somehow they were so shy and nervous, though they nearly
have had sex.
"Hey..." Toshiya smiled up at Kaoru.
"Hey little one." Kaoru grinned, making Toshiya pout. Kaoru then slipped his shoes off
and Toshiya took Kaoru's bag, carrying it to his room.
Kaoru was still standing there in the corridor when Toshiya came back, unsure of
himself and what to do.
"Please come in..." Toshiya smiled. "You want a drink or anything?"
Kaoru just nodded. "Water would be fine."
So Toshiya brought him a glass of water, sitting down on the couch with Kaoru.
They were sitting there, silently besides each other. This situation was so odd...
"How was the train ride here?" Toshiya asked, trying to come up with some
conversation.
"Long... and it was all hot in there."
"Is there anything you would like to do?" (*cough*hack*cough* How innocent X___x;;
-Yuki)
"No... I'm ok as long as I'm with you..." Kaoru smiled cutely, not really showing it to
Toshiya though.
Toshiya stared smiling like an idiot and then he flicked the TV on, Gundam Wing being
aired.
"WHOA, Gundam!" Kaoru exclaimed.
Toshiya turned around with a surprised expression. "You like Gundam?"
Kaoru nodded hesitantly and blushed a bit. "Yeah..."
"Me too!" Toshiya bounced a bit making Kaoru laugh.

So they ended up watching Gundam, Kaoru starting to feel uncomfortable. HE shifted
around a bit.
"What's the matter?" Toshiya asked worried.
"This is... kinda... odd."
"What exactly do you mean?" Toshiya looked surprised at Kaoru, who had put on a
serious face.
"I mean... we were kissing and doing... stuff. And now we don't even look at each
other."
Toshiya didn't say anything to that, he just blushed. Maybe back there in the hotel it
just had been the fading excitement of the concert and the lust they shared in that
moment, but now they were madly in love, crazy about each other.
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"Or did anything change between us?" Kaoru asked concerned.
Toshiya shook his head eagerly Kaoru smiled.
"C'm here..." Gently Kaoru pulled Toshiya up himself, making him lie down on his
chest. He brushed Toshiya's hair back out of his beautiful face and planted a soft kiss
on top of the younger one's head. Toshiya relaxed against Kaoru's soft touch and
leaned his head onto his shoulder and sighed. He took Kaoru's hand into his and
wrapped Kaoru's arms around his own body. He looked up at Kaoru and smiled. Slowly
Kaoru brought his lips to Toshiya's ear. They brushed lightly against his earlobe.
"I love you..."
Toshiya blinked a few times rapidly and felt heat rising in his cheeks. Toshiya looked
up at him and then pulled him down by his neck to kiss him.
"I... I love you too, Kaoru." Toshiya felt tears stinging his eyes.
"Shh... Toshiya..." Kaoru looked at him smiling. Their lips met again, more passionate
THIS TIME: Toshiya turned around and was sitting on Kaoru's lap now. Kaoru wrapped
his arms around Toshiya's waist and pulled him closer.
"Kaoru..." Toshiya grinned art Kaoru. "Nasty!"
"Nasty?" Kaoru grinned now too. His hands went down to Toshiya's bottom and gave
both of his cheeks a squeeze. "That is nasty" A devious grin on his lips.
Toshiya squealed a bit. "Yes that was nasty."
They grinned at each other and went back to kissing again. Kaoru and Toshiya parted
then from each other, due the lack of oxygen. Panting lightly Kaoru caressed Toshiya's
face. "You are so damn gorgeous, it's not possible anymore." Toshiya blushed like
mad. "Kaoru stop it!" Toshiya jumped off Kaoru, and Kaoru sulked playfully.
"Are you hungry or something? We could cook or order some pizza, if you want."
Toshiya suggested.
"Coking sounds nice." Kaoru smiled. Cooking with Toshiya..., would probably get
interesting.
Toshiya turned the TV off and made his way to the kitchen, Kaoru following him.
"Sow what do we have here?" The younger one started browsing the cupboards and
the fridge. "We could do Okonomiyaki, Sushi, Curry or just some Ramen if you want.
So what would you like?"
Kaoru looked at him wide eyed.
"You can cook all of this??"
Toshiya blushed. "Yeah...
Kaoru was surprised and had to blush too.
"My mom taught me, because they go on trips often and stuff..." Toshiya explained.
"So what about some Curry?"
Kaoru nodded. "Sure! Can I help you somehow?"
"Uhm..." Toshiya started taking the out the meat, vegetables, rice and so on. "You
could cut this and that." Toshiya pointed to the vegetable Kaoru should chop.

Everything ended up n a big mess in the kitchen, Kaoru and Toshiya laughing and
some tasty Curry.
After they were done eating in the living room, they just watched some TV and let the
kitchen how it was.
Slowly Toshiya snuggled up to Kaoru, and Kaoru put his arm around him, smiling.
"The Curry was... oishii! You are a good cook!"
Toshiya looked away, because he was again blushing lightly and didn't want Kaoru to
see. But he was gently pulled back, just to get kissed.
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"You taste like curry..." Kaoru laughed lightly.
"Heh... you too." And so Toshiya kissed Kaoru again, and made him lie down on the
couch. He kissed Kaoru's neck and the curve of it, going down to his collarbone, which
was on display thanks to the wide neck of Kaoru's shirt... He kissed him, sucked lightly
on his tender flesh and his hands started travelling down Kaoru's chest, to his belly.
(*sits in the bathtub* Maybe some of you are surprised now by Toshiya's actions, but
Kaoru is 19, Toshiya is 16 in this story, and I think that with 16 he shouldn't be that
shy. It would be so if he was 14, but I just decided to let Totchi do more in this way. Or
haven't you made out with someone when you were 16?! Anyways, back to the story...
-Yuki)
Kaoru closed his eyes and let Toshiya do whatever he likes. He enjoyed it, a lot. Maybe
even too much for his taste, because he felt his blood rushing to a certain point of his
body.
"Toshiya.... Stop." Kaoru pleaded.
Toshiya's head shot up and he looked at Kaoru with a mixture of hurt, worry and
sadness in his eyes.
"Did I do something wrong? Did I hurt you? ... Or am I just so bad at this?"
Kaoru shook his head eagerly

~The opposite of it Toshiya! The opposite! Just too good!~

"No, it's just... This is leading to... stuff you know... and I don't want to do it with you
on a couch..." Now Kaoru blushed a bit.
"Ah, ok..." Toshiya smiled at him, even a bit of a smirk. Toshiya just sat back down on
the couch and helped Kaoru back up.
Kaoru calmed a bit down again. They sat there on the couch holding each other and
kissing from time to time, while watching a movie.
IT started getting late. 11 p.m. already had passed.
"So... you wanna take a shower or something? I can set up the bed in the meantime."
Toshiya offered Kaoru.
"Sure and thanks ne~?" Kaoru smiled and got up from the couch. Toshiya then lead
him to the bathroom, gave him a towel and explained to him where everything was.
He left the bathroom to set up the bed.
Kaoru started to strip off his clothes in front of the shower. He let the warm water run
and stepped under the shower.
Toshiya was tidying up the kitchen after he had set up the bed. He heard the water
run under the shower.
The door to the bathroom was not completely closed. He went over to the bathroom
and couldn't help but peered in. Just a quick glimpse...
He saw the puddle of Kaoru's clothes on the floor in front of the shower and slowly he
opened the door a bit more, he just couldn't help. He saw Kaoru standing there, naked
under the shower, the hot water running down his gorgeous naked body.
Toshiya swallowed hard. This was too much for the young boy. He felt his pants
getting tighter, and his stomach flutter. He had never desired anybody else that
much.
He hesitated, but then steppe din without making any noise. Toshiya started to strip
off his clothes too.

The shower was so loud that Kaoru didn't hear anything, but suddenly he felt two
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long arms looping around his waist. He turned around to see a grinning Toshiya in
front of him.
"I... you... why..." Kaoru started to stutter, but then he just grinned back, wrapping his
arms around his koi's waist too, kissing him hard onto the lips, pushing him against the
cold shower wall.
Toshiya squealed a bit by the contact of the cold shower wall and his skin, but he
forgot that feeling quick enough, because he felt Kaoru's tongue penetrating his
mouth and his hands running down hi stomach to his half erected cock. Toshiya's eyes
rolled into the back of his head when Kaoru took hold of him and started stroking him.
Toshiya couldn't believe that this was actually happening. That what he had dreamed
often enough about: Having sex with Kaoru.
Toshiya opened his eyes again and pulled Kaoru closer to him.
"You are... ah... gods Kaoru!" Toshiya couldn't finish his sentence off because Kaoru
had started pumping on him and that was too much for Toshiya. Kaoru had to grin like
a maniac. He liked the way Toshiya and his body reacted to his touches, the way he
looked when he was aroused. And the sweet sounds which were escaping Toshiya's
lips from time to time and made Kaoru just get harder and harder.
This boy was making him lose his mind.
Toshiya's knees were already shaking. With a whimpering voice he pleaded Kaoru to
stop.
"Kao...ru... stop...I'm... going..."
Kaoru kept on going, holding Toshiya around the waist, because otherwise the
younger one would have already slided down the shower wall.
"What? To cum?" Kaoru grinned deviously at stopped, letting go of Toshiya's
throbbing erection. Toshiya groaned in dissatisfaction and pulled Kaoru's hand back
onto his cock.
"No... please, go on..." Toshiya looked into Kaoru's eyes and leaned a bit up to kiss him.
Following the wish of the younger one, Kaoru started pumping on Toshiya's arousal
again, gripping it harder and going faster this time.
Toshiya clung to Kaoru, digging his nails into the bare skin of Kaoru's back and
shoulders, and then... he came.

Out of breath Toshiya let himself slide down the shower wall. When he caught his
breath back, he looked up at Kaoru, his eyes wandering down Kaoru's body to his
erection.
Toshiya kneeled down in front of Kaoru and let his hands slide up to his hips and
gripped them, pulling Kaoru closer, one hand leaving his hips, starting to caress his
erection. His fingers danced over the swollen organ until his he started licking Kaoru's
precum off the tip.
Toshiya's actions made Kaoru have cold showers run down his spine, and feel and
unbelievable intensity of pleasure.
This time Kaoru's knees started shaking, when Toshiya began to lick him from the
base to the tip and the other way round.
"Gods Toshiya... please... take him...-"
And before Kaoru could say anything else Toshiya had taken Kaoru's member into his
mouth, starting to suck on him gently.
He had never done this before. It was the first time he was doing that, so he did what
he thought felt nice, and Kaoru seemed to enjoy it, a lot.
Toshiya kept on going, making Kaoru's cock rub against the inner side of his cheek.
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Kaoru felt his knees buckling, and Toshiya couldn't hold him up, so he let him slide
down the shower wall gently.
Kaoru was now sprawled all over the shower floor and Toshiya hovering above him,
going on with sucking him off.

"Please don't stop..." was the last thing Kaoru muttered before he gripped some
strands of Toshiya's black damp hair and pulled lightly on it. The closer he got, the
harder he grippe don Toshiya's hair.
Kaoru started moaning so loud that you could hear him two rooms further away form
the bathroom without a problem.
Toshiya had problems at keeping control of Kaoru's hips because they were jerking
upwards from time to time. Kaoru started writhing in pleasure, need and desire, under
him.
"Gomen ne..." Kaoru apologized under his breath for not being able to hold still, but it
made Toshiya smile sweetly and suck Kaoru just harder. He deep threatened Kaoru
the best he could and as far as he could, and finally Kaoru came, into Toshiya's mouth.

Toshiya gently let Kaoru's member slide out his mouth and swallowed all of his cum,
tasting that substance for the first time in his life. He never knew that it tasted so...
awful. Bravely he had swallowed it all down and wiped the rest of it off his mouth
with the back of his hand.

Kaoru was still lying there, panting, not able to believe what his young lover had just
given him.

"Toshiya... that was..."
Curiously Toshiya watched Kaoru.
"A religious experience!" Kaoru laughed, and so did Toshiya.
"I mean... it was amazing."
"Toshiya smiled at his koi. "So were you."

~END OF FLASHBACK~

~Owari ch.4~
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Kapitel 5: Dying a little death

Ich weiß hat n bisschen länger gedauert als gesagt, aber dafür bin ich mit dem
nächsten Kappi in ein paar Stunden fertig und dann ist diese schrecklich traurige
Fanfic auch zuende. Schade eigentlich... vielleicht schreib ich ja noch einen Epilog?
O___o

____________________________________________________________________

Kaoru found himself back in front of the door of the Hara's place. He sighed and
pushed the key into the hole, turning it around quietly, pushing the door open,
stepping in and closing it quietly. He took of his shoes and made his way to the
guestroom and got some fresh clothing out of his bag. He just had to wash of the
trouble of this day. Good that the bathroom was on the other end of the corridor, so
he wouldn't wake up Toshiya's parents.
He stripped his clothes off and stepped under the shower. First the water was cold
but seconds later it got warm and he put his head under the warm shower spray. He
let his head hang down and looked at the shower floor. His gaze started wandering
around till it rested on one specific corner of the shower, there where Toshiya had sat
that one night.
Kaoru saw the small silhouette of his dead koi sitting there, in front of his inner eye.
He saw that warm loving smile again, felt that gentle touch on his shin again, and how
the small fingertips ran up his thigh. Gods this seemed just to have happened minutes
ago.
He found himself crying, the salty fluid mixing up with the water. You couldn't
recognize what was what anymore.
He just closed his eyes and tried to get lost in his memories of that one night...

~FLASHBACK~

Kaoru had found his breath back and looked at Toshiya who was giving him a warm
loving smile. Kao slowly started getting himself together again and sat up, reaching
out to caress Toshiya's cheek, then he stood up.
"Come on little one." He said and held his hand out to Toshiya, who accepted it gladly.
They stood up and Kaoru leaned down to plant a soft kiss on Toshiya's lips. Both of
them got washed up and jumped out of the shower.
Kaoru just grabbed a towel and started drying Toshiya who was squealing a bit
because he was ticklish, and Kao had found pleasure in teasing the younger one.
Toshiya started poking Kao into the side who tried to get out of the way, because he
had to squeal then too.

After Kaoru and Toshiya were done with everything, Toshiya snatched a bottle of
water from the kitchen and took it with him to his room, where Kaoru already was
sitting on the edge of Toshiya's bed.

"Hey you can get in if you want. It's cold just in boxers ne~?"
"I didn't know on which side you would like to sleep, so I waited for you."
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Toshiya felt like melting. Damn, Kaoru was such a sweetheart,
Slowly the younger one crawled onto the bed, sitting down behind Kaoru, getting his
legs under the blanket.
 "Usually I sleep at the wall, but if you want we can change."
Kaoru smiled and sat down besides Toshiya. "No I'm fine like this." He got his legs
under the blanket too. Toshiya then laid down, flat on his back and Kaoru turned to
him, supporting himself on his elbow. Without a word he leaned down and planted
another soft kiss on Toshiya's lips. He parted from him and looked into his eyes, and
then he closed his own ones again and leaned down again. His lips found Toshiya and
they melted against each other in a deep kiss.
Toshiya pulled Kaoru more onto him; better said Kaoru was now above him.
They kissed more passionate, deeper, wilder, until they parted with a light moan and
looked into each others' eyes. The gaze Toshiya gave Kaoru told him everything. It
should happen here and now.

Slowly Toshiya moved under Kaoru. He positioned himself so that the older one was
lying between his legs on him. A loving hand ran through Kaoru's hair.
"Kaoru... I love you." Toshiya kissed Kaoru's forehead.
"I love you too." And Kaoru smiled, and he smiled through the kiss until his lips started
leaving Toshiya's finding their way to the tender skin of the boy's neck.
Toshiya closed his eyes and let everything happen. He caressed Kaoru's hair and tilted
his head to the side, to give Kaoru better access. His lips made their way up to
Toshiya's earlobe where they kissed it and made the younger one shiver in pleasure.
Kaoru's breathe tickled Toshiya's ear as he whispered these words: "Is it a sin to tell
you that I want you?"
Toshiya couldn't hold back the little smile. "And is it a sin to tell you that I want you as
well?"
Kaoru smirked and let his lips wander back to Toshiya's lips, where they met in a hot
and passionate kiss again.

Just these kissed made both of them feel like walking on clouds, but each time they
looked into each others' eyes and each time they kissed again, everything got more
intense, and everything except the other one faded into nothing. Just Kaoru existed
for Toshiya and Toshiya for Kaoru. They forgot everything around them.
Slowly but surely Kaoru felt himself hardening. Each time their kisses broke Kaoru
breathing got harder and hotter, and so was Toshiya's. The younger one felt like
losing sanity. He felt Kaoru getting hard against him, rubbing himself up at his hips.
Gods Toshiya had the utter desire to feel Kaoru naked on him ... in him.

"Kaoru... sleep with me." Toshiya demanded and earned a nod and a warm smile from
his koi.
Kaoru just enjoyed the feeling of Toshiya's fingertips running down his spine, down to
his boxers, to push them down bit by bit. Kaoru wiggled out of them and kneeled up
to run his hands down Toshiya's chest down to his flat belly to the elastic of his
boxers. Slowly, nearly in a loving way he pushed his fingertips under the elastic of
them and started pulling them down, over the half erected length of his lover. Toshiya
took a breath in when the elastic slided over his intimate area and let out his breath
again when they were completely down. His eyes ran up Kaoru well formed body, and
Kaoru did the same with Toshiya. He studied every little detail of his koi's body. This
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was the perfect moment for it, because all this beauty and purity was lying in front of
him, dedicating all the love it had to him. He felt incredibly touched by his own
thoughts and leaned down to kiss Toshiya again, who looped his slender long arms
around Kaoru's neck and deepened the kiss, till Kaoru freed his lips of Toshiya and let
them run down his neck, over to his collarbone to his nipple.
Toshiya had never thought that just a bit of kissing and sucking could make him so
aroused. Kaoru kissed his nipple and after some time, after it got hard he closed his
mouth over it and sucked lightly, making Toshiya clench the sheets under him and let
out a tortured moan. Yes he wanted more, he wanted Kaoru.

Kaoru thought he'd eat this boy alive. The moaning, squealing and the kisses, even
just the lightest touch made him shiver, in utter pleasure. He wanted to sleep with
him, he wanted to feel him, but he also didn't want to rush things. He wanted to make
sure that Toshiya was ready. And so he let his hand wander lower and lower, down
Toshiya's tummy to his erection. His lips were still closed over Toshiya's right nipple,
when his fingertips started exploring his koi's cock, going up and down.
Toshiya tore his eyes open in this moment and tried to fight for air. His mouth was
widely opened and he let out a deep husky moan from inside and fell back down into
the pillows, panting hard.
Kaoru went on and gripped Toshiya's erection harder, making the same movement
with his complete hand like with his fingertips just some seconds before.
Toshiya was staring at the white ceiling over his head, holding his breath and then
letting it out with a moan. He closed his eyes quickly again and felt his own hips
moving into Kaoru's touch.

He looked at him, seeing how concentrated he was to give him pleasure. Toshiya
reached out and touched Kaoru's arm, so he'd look at him.
"Kaoru..." It was more a moan that was escaping Toshiya's lips.
He begged him with his eyes and Kaoru couldn't resist. He wanted him like he wanted
him too.
Toshiya stretched out, over to his nightstand and started fishing around in a drawer
until he found the little tube of lube a friend had given to him as a present. It had
been just for fun but now it was... helpful. He handed it to Kaoru with a light blush,
who grinned a bit at him.

"Don't be afraid or anything ok? I will only do what you want, nothing more." Kaoru
again leaned down to Toshiya and kissed him, who nodded and whispered: "Hai."
Kaoru sat back up, caressing Toshiya's shins, going up to his knees, slowly starting to
part them, with no resistance from Toshiya's side.
Kaoru was now able to see the most intimate point of his koi and Toshiya was not
ashamed to show it. He trusted Kaoru and he also did when Kaoru poured some of the
lube onto two of his fingers, bringing them to Toshiya's entrance, slowly and gently
pushing one in.
One was still ok, and it even didn't feel that bad. Kaoru pushed himself in as deep as
possible and started massaging Toshiya from the inside. Toshiya looked up and Kaoru
and nodded, and so did Kaoru. He pulled out again a bit and joined his first with his
second finger.
Toshiya clenched his teeth together, but it was ok. He needed to get used to it. Kaoru
patiently waited for Toshiya's muscles to relax. And as he did he started moving his
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fingers, going deeper until he felt Toshiya's hips jerk up.
"You ok?" Kaoru looked worried at Toshiya.
"Just... gods just go on." Was everything Kaoru got in response.
Kaoru did as Toshiya wished, and the younger one started to move his hips against
Kaoru's fingers, clenching the sheets underneath him again, breathing hard.
They went on like this until Toshiya's panting turned into moaning and Kaoru just
knew that he had prepared Toshiya well enough.

Kaoru poured more of the lube into his fingers and coated his throbbing erection in it.
Toshiya was lying in front of him, legs widely spread, panting, waiting for his lover to
claim him, to make him his completely.
Toshiya felt Kaoru tip at his entrance and on one side he was afraid of the pain, but on
the other side he wanted him desperately, he wanted to know how it was to melt into
one with Kaoru.
Slowly with his gaze resting on Toshiya's face Kaoru started pushing himself in.
Toshiya did his best to stay relaxed and just take the pain. But just some seconds after
Kaoru had started to push himself in, he felt tears welling up. His breath was going
fast and uncontrolled.
Kaoru saw Toshiya's facial expression changing and immediately stopped leaning
down to his lover kissing him.
"Shall I stop?"
But Toshiya just shook his head eagerly. "No I want to feel you Kaoru. And I believe
that it will feel better soon."
Toshiya was relaxing again and leaning up a bit to snatch a kiss from Kaoru.
"Just hold onto me..." Kaoru smiled at Toshiya, and Toshiya nodded, resting his hands
on Kaoru's shoulder, pulling his legs a bit more up.
His koi went on with pushing himself in and each time Toshiya felt the pain getting to
immense he dug his fingernails into Kaoru's shoulders, who stopped for a moment
and then went on to give Toshiya some time to get used to it.
When he had buried himself till the hood in his lover, he looked down into his brown
eyes and wanted to pour all of his love into the next kiss he gave him.

Toshiya was still holding onto Kaoru when he started moving, slowly and gently, not
to hurt Toshiya more then needed. At first the younger one felt like somebody was
piercing his guts from the inside, like he was dying.
He pulled Kaoru down and rested his head in the curve of his lover's neck. Some hot
and salty tears falling down onto Kaoru's collarbone, but suddenly it started feeling
good. Suddenly the pleasure was taking over the pain and Toshiya felt himself getting
more and more aroused by this new and strange feeling. With every thrust the pain
faded into the background and the pleasure took over.
Toshiya wrapped his legs around Kaoru's hips and moved his own ones against Kaoru's
in the same rhythm. He let go of Kaoru and laid down flat under him, looking up at
him, seeing how much Kaoru was enjoying this, how much pleasure and lust he found
in this. Kaoru too opened his eyes and smiled down at Toshiya when he saw the smile
on his lips and the always repeating moans and the way he closed his eyes to enjoy
this.
Slowly but surely they were reaching the peak. Kaoru himself was near the edge, but
he wanted to wait for Toshiya, he wanted to come with him, to make this special.
Just in the moment as he felt Toshiya tensing around him, his breath increasing and
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the grip on his shoulders getting together, he let go with Toshiya together.

Out of breath Kaoru collapsed on the younger one, just to get taken into his arms...

~END OF FLASHBACK~

Kaoru opened his eyes and found himself back in the shower. Damn he had lost his
feeling of time and had faded into his memories, to enjoy this moment again. It had
been so wonderful... Kaoru sighed and looked down, and tore his eyes open in shock.
Just thinking of this had made him... get aroused. He felt so damn ashamed now. He
felt like he had committed a sin.
Slowly he sank down onto his knees, leaning his head against the cold shower tiles,
hitting it against the wall again and again.
"Why did you leave me... Why?... Toshiya... I miss you..."

~Owari Ch.5~
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Kapitel 6: Buried alive by love

Zwar nicht das längste aber es hat es in sich. Vielleicht schrieb ich noch nen Epilog
falls es euch gefällt und ich ne Eingebung. Aber nun noch viel Spaß mit dem Final
Chapter: Buried alive by love!

__________________________________________________________________________

At the morning of the 3rd April Kaoru was starting to put on the black suite he had
borrowed. He looked at himself in the mirror, his facial expression cold as ice. He
corrected his black tie again and then left Toshiya's bedroom, because in the
guestroom there was no mirror.
Toshiya's parents were waiting in the corridor for him, and they left for the funeral
when Kaoru got ready.
On the way to the cemetery Kaoru was looking out of the car window, watching the
Sakura bloom, its petals flying through the wind. It was a beautiful day, followed by a
heavy dark shadow.

Arriving at the cemetery, they entered the small cathedral, where the coffin was
already sat up. The rest of the family was slowly arriving too.
The women were crying and the men making a sad face, soothing their women,
sisters, mothers, aunts and girlfriends.

Kaoru sat down in a corner of the room, his gaze dead, staring down at his hands.
There was just one thing going through his mind:

~I'll never see him again, I'll never feel his skin on mine again, kiss him again...~
And this sentence was repeating over and over again in his mind.

The ceremony started and Kaoru even didn't listen. He was just too deep into his
thoughts about Toshiya and him, the beautiful time they have had with each other...
Why had he done this? Why had he left him alone on this cruel world? He was his only
reason for living.
Now tears started rolling down his beautiful cheeks. Harshly he brushed them away,
glimpse of anger in his eyes.
He remained silent till the ceremony was over and everybody said their good byes to
Toshiya. Just Kaoru and Toshiya's parents were left.

"C'mon darling. Let him say his good bye."
Toshiya's mom pulled lightly at her husband's sleeve, and they left, leaving Kaoru
alone with Toshiya.
The coffin was opened and Toshiya's beautiful face on display. He looked down at
him.

"Toshiya..." Kaoru spoke softly to him.
"Why did you leave me? ... Did I give you any reason to kill yourself, have I hurt you in
any way?"
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He folded his arms on the edge of the coffin and put his head onto his arms, closing
his eyes and letting his tears flow. Yes he did feel guilty.
"I love you... I still do and always will. I don't want to be without you... Everything
seems so empty..."
He straightened himself up again.
"We'll meet each other again... I promise."
He kissed two of his fingers and put them over Toshiya's lips. They were ice cold.
He left the cathedral now, joining Toshiya's parents.

Just some minutes later the coffin was carried out to the grave. Kaoru's mind was
spinning. He was feeling all these delicate feeling he had for Toshiya, welling up inside
him again. He couldn't hold back a tear anymore.
The priest was speaking words full of love and tenderness and then Toshiya's dad.
Kaoru shut himself up. He couldn't listen to this anymore. During the speech he
backed some meters away to a sakura tree, silently tearing a twig off it.
People started putting flowers into the grave, after the coffin was put down into the
grave, but Kaoru didn't watch this, or it would break his heart completely.

He as the last person put the sakura twig into the grave and watched soil being
thrown over the coffin, burying Toshiya.

He was gone now, never going to return back onto this blue planet in this life...
Kaoru made his way to the end of the graveyard where he had a smoke, brushing the
tears off his face.
"Toshiya..."

Some hours later there was big dinner. Kaoru was sitting in a corner on a chair again;
with a beer Toshiya's dad had given him, observing the people. Some already were
laughing and Kaoru hated them for it. How could they already laugh?

The day was coming to it's end and the Hara's were returning home with Kaoru. He
was going to stay the night and taker the next train back to Hyogo tomorrow
morning. Without saying a word everybody went to bed. A silent agreement...

The next morning he was having breakfast with the Hara's.
"I can take you to the station by car." Toshiya's dad offered.
"No, no... I'll take a walk there. I need to get my thoughts organized again." Kaoru
answered and Toshiya's parents nodding.
Later on he left the house, but he didn't go to the station. He went to the cemetery
again, getting another twig of the sakura, putting it onto Toshiya's grave.

"I love you... and as I promised, we will meet again."

The first droplets of blood ran down the gravestone, staining the sakura petals, which
were blown away by a warm bring breeze.

~The Final~
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Epilog: Beyond Redemption

Ich wollte es nciht ganz so traurig ausgehen lassen...
@Rayko-chan: Ja es kann einen echt traurig machen für nen ganzen Abend!
@Kleine_Elbin: So da is der Epilog ^^
@Shareana: Also ich mags ja nicht wenn du weinst, aber ich schreib halt traurige FFs
^^;;

Schluss mit dem Gebrabbel nun!

___________________________________________________________________________

Kaoru was found just some hours later by a small family wanting to visit their family
on the graveyard. They called the police and ambulance.

Toshiya's father let his cup of coffee fall from his hand as he opened the newspaper.
He called out for his wife, Toshiya's mother to show her the article. It was about
Kaoru's suicide on Toshiya's grave.
Toshiya's father was having terrible gilt feelings. Why did he let Kaoru leave on his
own? The boy was 19. Everybody thought he was old enough to handle it...

~Please don't let him do anything stupid~
Toshiya's mom remembered the letter her son wrote.

~*~

7 years have passed since Toshiya's and Kaoru's death.

"Oi! Kao!!" The little boy cried out.

It was a wonderful early summer evening in Tokyo. Two little boys were sitting on the
roof of a garage near by their elementary school and kindergarten; their short legs
dangling off the edge of the roof, the sun just setting.
The smaller one tried to get his lollypop back, but the older one just grinned at the
smaller one.
"Kao!! Give it back!" Still the younger one tried to get it back, but the older one didn't
let him.
"Kaooooo!" Toshiya's bottom lip started trembling and his eyes watering. A tiny tear
escaped his eye. Kao saw that and made a sad face. He handed the lolly back.
"... You know, Toshiya... I like you." Kaoru smiled shyly at Toshiya.
Toshiya took the lollypop back into his mouth, smiling now at Kaoru too.
 "I..." He put his head onto Kao's shoulder. "I like you too."

~ We'll meet each other again... I promise~

~Owari~
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